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Abstract: Information hovering is an information dissemination concept over a mobile set of peers
which has not been investigated to the extent that other information dissemination paradigms
have. It naturally appears in many vehicular network applications where information must be made
available to vehicles within a confined geographical area for during some time period. One elementary
strategy is to flood the area with data. Even in this case, some vehicles may never receive the content
due to potential partitions created by low traffic density. In order to address this issue, in this work
we propose a strategy based on epidemic routing in the hovering area, and probabilistic flooding
outside it. Vehicles outside the hovering area serve as bridges towards partitions, leading to high
reachability. We highlight the adaptive feature of the protocol, where the rebroadcast probability in
partitions is adaptively regulated based on estimates of the density of vehicles in the hovering area.
The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated in VISSIM, using as the reference model in all
simulation experiments a section of the road network in cities of Washington. The proposed protocol
is shown to achieve the set design goals.
Keywords: vehicular networks; probabilistic flooding; vehicular communication

1. Introduction
Vehicular networks [1], despite many years of research, still constitute an area of intense research
activity, as many issues remain unresolved and are further challenged by emerging technologies,
such as Internet of Things (IoTs), 5G/6G networks [2], cloud computing, and so forth. Depending
on the messages exchanged, vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) can serve several purposes [3].
They can greatly improve safety by informing drivers of imminent road hazards [4], collision avoidance
systems [5], synchronize traffic lights [6], improve comfort in driving by re-routing drivers to avoid
traffic jams, monitor the driving style [7] and also serve as entertainment tools by enabling on-the-road
interactive social networking [8], games, file sharing [9] and dissemination of advertisements to
interested clients [10–13]. Vehicular applications typically require the exchange of messages logically
attached to specific areas [14]. For instance, in the occurrence of traffic accidents, surrounding vehicles
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must be notified so as to take appropriate safety measures and hence avoid the critical region. Moreover,
the information must lie in the area for a specific amount of time, so that joining vehicles are notified
of the hazard [15,16]. A similar situation is found on commercial enterprises advertising products to
possible customers. They can rely on the existing vehicular network to spread announcements in the
surrounding region.
In the aforementioned situations, useful information must be broadcast to all vehicles in a specific
region, and the information must be available during a predefined time period (depending on the
application) in order to be noticed by vehicles. The requirements, as described above, are closely
related to the more general concept of information hovering. The term ‘information hovering’ is
becoming an established concept of information dissemination over a mobile set of peers. It was
firstly introduced in Reference [17] and refined in References [18–23]. According to Reference [24],
information hovering involves decoupling the hovering information from its host and coupling it to
a given region called anchor location. Hovering information becomes attached to the specific region
(called anchor area). Data moves from one mobile device to another trying to remain as closest as
possible to the target region. Information hovering can be employed in several applications in mobile
networks [21,25–27]. In the subsequent text, the terms target area, hovering area, and anchor area are
used interchangeably.
One problem often encountered is the problem of low reachability within the hovering area when
the network is partitioned. One solution is to allow exchange of messages outside the hovering area,
originally employed in Reference [28]. This work which is based on our previous effort described
in Reference [24] considers an alternative strategy based on epidemic routing within the hovering
area and adaptive probabilistic flooding outside the area. Our approach allows controlled exchange
of messages in the entire network offering more available paths towards the hovering area, leading
to more reachability. Through simulations, we demonstrate that our approach outperforms the
scheme proposed in Reference [28] by reducing the number of required messages in order to achieve
high reachability. The major challenge is related to designing the rebroadcast probability function.
Among several candidate functions, we select the one providing better performance, and we tune its
parameters considering the phase transition phenomena (typical in probabilistic flooding schemes [29]).
The proposed protocol is adaptive in the sense that the rebroadcast probability outside the hovering
area is adaptively regulated based on estimates of the density of vehicles inside the hovering area.
The estimates are obtained using the number of neighbors of each vehicle. The analytical formulation
relating both quantities is derived using a simple model of the transportation network within the
hovering area.
The results indicate that the proposed strategy satisfies the design goals and outperforms
important baselines, such as epidemic routing and the scheme proposed in Reference [28]. Furthermore,
we also demonstrate that in the case we use the same design methodology to render the protocol
proposed in Reference [28] adaptive, its performance becomes comparable to the performance of
the scheme proposed in this paper. However, our contribution in this work is more generalised,
and extends to the introduction of a design procedure which can be used to design a class of density
adaptive hovering protocols in other environments beyond the specific information hovering protocol.
It is important to note that the universality of the proposed protocol and its applicability in areas
beyond the vehicular ad hoc networking context considered in this paper, was demonstrated by the
authors in Reference [30]. Therein, the proposed information hovering protocol was successfully used
as a data dissemination offloading tool in a wireless data broadcasting application. The collaborative
scheme between wireless broadcasting and information hovering was successful in significantly
reducing the mean waiting times, thus improving the overall system performance.
An original version of this work was presented in Reference [24]. This paper extends the original
work as detailed below:
•

It includes a more extensive literature review, reporting recent works pertinent to the
considered problem.
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It demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed estimation algorithm by comparing the
performance of the proposed protocol (which uses the estimation algorithm) with that of
a modified version which assumes a known density.
The effectiveness of the proposed methodology is demonstrated by designing a density adaptive
extended area scheme which adaptively regulates an area beyond the hovering in which message
exchange is allowed. This scheme is an adaptive version of the scheme proposed in Reference [28]
and has not been presented in any previous work.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3
provides a formal definition of the information hovering problem in VANETs. Section 4 presents the
adopted methodology leading to the development of the proposed information hovering protocol.
Section 5 derives and validates the mathematical model relating the vehicle density within the hovering
area and the number of neighbors of each vehicle. Section 6 evaluates the performance of the proposed
scheme using simulations. Section 7 concludes the work.
2. Related Work
Information hovering deals with the persistent information dissemination of messages to all
interested clients in a particular geographical area. This paradigm is highly relevant and can be
realized using other information dissemination concepts as for example multi-casting, geocasting,
broadcasting, beaconing and vehicular delay tolerant networks. Now, we review the aforementioned
concepts and explain how our proposed approach can be placed in the presented context. A popular
method for disseminating messages to interested clients is broadcasting. Despite its simplicity and high
reachability, simple broadcasting (i.e., blind flooding) is avoided in highly dense networks because of
the congestion and potential network meltdown it causes as a result of the high numbers of redundant
messages [31]. Therefore, a number of message control schemes have been proposed in the literature to
suppress the number of rebroadcasting nodes as for example: distance-based schemes, location-based
schemes, neighbor knowledge schemes, counter-based schemes and probability based schemes [32].
The use of a hybrid architecture involving static and mobile antennas is presented in Reference [33].
Distance and location based methods [34–37] determine a rebroadcast according to estimates of
the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. Nodes closer to the boundary of the transmitter
range are chosen for retransmission, since this would lead to a larger coverage area. Distance and
location based schemes both require measurements or estimates of the distance which is typically
done using received signal strength as in distance based schemes or using a positioning system
as in location based schemes, methods which are prone to errors and increase the implementation
complexity. Neighbor knowledge or density-based schemes estimate the density of the network based
on calculations of the number of neighbors to decide whether or not to retransmit [38–41]. High density
is indicated by larger number of neighbors which implies that a small number of retransmission satisfies
the demand of information delivery. Counter based schemes, on the other hand, monitor the number
of duplicate messages received to determine a transmission [42,43]. A node receiving small number of
received copies of the message is considered lying in a lightly dense area or at the boundary.
Moreover, probabilistic methods [44] where a node decides to retransmit a message based on
a particular probability. The calculation of the transmission probability can be as simple as a fixed
probability used by all nodes in the network, or can be based on one or more of the aforementioned
parameters (i.e., distance, position, neighbor knowledge and received message statistics) [45].
Designing probabilistic methods often handles the trade-off between implementation complexity
and performance. This versatility in designing probabilistic broadcasting methods, in addition to their
robustness against nodes mobility and failures, renders them desirable candidates for information
dissemination in wireless ad hoc networks. A combination of blind and probabilistic flooding is
employed in the proposed method as discussed later in this work.
Since information hovering involves multiple nodes in a particular geographical area receiving
the relevant information, multicasting and geocasting is also relevant [11,46]. Geocast protocols [47–51]
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disseminate the intended message among nodes in a specific area. However, the message is transmitted
once and is not coupled with the reception area afterwards. This is different than the information
hovering concept where the information is associated with the target area and transmitted to all
nodes entering this area, which is similar in nature to the so called time-stable geocasting [52,53].
In Reference [52], authors propose geocasting methods based on unicasting the intended message to
a node close to (or inside) the geocast region, and then use periodic flooding inside the region.
Many of the aforementioned methods are single-shot transmission methods intended for fully
connected networks [54], which may not be always the case in vehicular networks. The high node
mobility and the dynamic network topology may cause the links between nodes to frequently fail.
Also, the network might be partitioned (or fragmented) due to physical obstacles, finite transmission
ranges, and losses caused by congestion and interference [55]. In addition, vehicular networks can
be deployed in rural areas, requiring connection in complex topographic forms, such as hills and
dense forests, which may cause significant signal attenuation and reflection [46]. In fact, intermittent
connectivity problem is a major challenge in the information hovering paradigm, as pointed out
in Reference [18], and the proposed scheme in this work aims at addressing this problem. Persistent
information dissemination has been used in literature to alleviate the problem, as for example,
in methods incorporating roadside units (RSUs) as relay nodes, supplementing vehicle-to-vehicle
communications with satellite communications, beaconing and Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN).
Incorporating roadside units to connect sparse networks may require the deployment of a large
number of units which can be costly and in some cases unfeasible [1,14]. Employing, on the other
hand, satellite communications in vehicular networks does increase the connectivity [56], but it comes
at a high cost.
Beaconing is the process of sending periodic short messages to direct neighbors, used by nodes
in VANETs to exchange status information such as speed and location [57]. This method is relevant
because of its persistent nature which ensures continuous delivery of the intended information to
the targeted nodes. The exchange of beacons among nodes must be frequent enough to deliver
reliable data and scarce enough not to overload or waste the network resources. One of the methods
employed to achieve this balance is adaptive beaconing, which can be accomplished in different ways,
as reviewed in Reference [58]. In Reference [58], authors classify adaptive beaconing approaches into
message frequency control (MFC) approaches, transmit power control approaches, miscellaneous
approaches and hybrid approaches which combine two or more of the former approaches. Similar to
the aforementioned broadcast suppression approaches, message frequency control algorithms may
also use the position and density of vehicles to determine the frequency of beaconing broadcasts [59,60].
Density adaptive beaconing is important in addressing the low connectivity challenges. In addition,
message frequency control design can be highly affected by fairness considerations as these are dictated
by event-driven messages which are given higher priority [61]. Transmit power control approaches
(TPC), on the other hand, vary the transmission power of vehicles to alleviate congestion. The power
can be regulated randomly or dictated by specific parameters, such as message fairness [62,63].
Delay Tolerant Networks are originally proposed for interplanetary communications [64],
and have been adopted as a solution for MANETs with low connectivity. They have also been used for
low connectivity vehicular delay tolerant networks (vDTNs) and a review is provided in Reference [55].
Similar to DTNs, regular IP networks also use store-and-forward switching. However, IP networks
typically assume the existence of connected networks with reasonably short Store Times and short
round trip times. On the other hand, Delay Tolerant Networks have to cope with high round trip times
and network links which are not always available. Large round trip times pose specific challenges
on protocol design as for example in TCP [65]. This problem has been addressed in DTNs by the
so called Bundle approach [66], which collects data into bundles storing them when no links are
available, and forwarding them when a communication channel is set up. This is widely known as
the store-carry-and-forward approach. It is important to notice that vDTNs may have relay nodes,
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fixed in areas where the network is expected to be sparse, where client nodes may upload or download
bundles when no other nodes are nearby [67].
A number of information dissemination concepts which have been proposed for ad hoc networks
(e.g., flooding, probabilistic flooding and geographical routing) can be appropriately adapted to serve
vDTNs [68]. Flooding in vDTN, can be achieved by opportunistically transmitting multiple copies of
the intended bundle to different nodes. As expected, this increases the reachability of the transmission,
at the cost however of potential congestion, and excessive resource utilization [69]. Another notable
flooding based method is proposed in Reference [70]. Stochastic flooding in vDTN relies on random
search of the destination node. For example, in First Contact scheme proposed in Reference [71] a node
stochastically transmits bundles to the first node it comes in contact with. However, this random
transmission may lead the bundle to sway back and forth within a set of nodes.
Moreover, geographical routing in vDTNs employs location information provided by positioning
systems to choose the node that is closer to (or moving in the direction of) the destination as
the next bundle forwarder. This method is receiving significant attention as means of improving
the performance of routing in vDTNs [54,55], as it enables “carrying” the information towards
the destination and thus enhancing the delivery rate of the store-carry-and-forward algorithm.
For example, GeoSpray proposed in Reference [54] assumes prior knowledge of the position of
the destination node. Then, multiple copies of the intended bundle are distributed to the nodes closer
or moving towards the destination to increase the probability of delivery. It is worth mentioning that
the number of transmitted copies is limited to mitigate the effects of flooding, however, transmitting
more than a single copy is the main difference between GeoSpray and the previously proposed GeOpps
which relies on single copy forward [72]. Other types of vDTN routing mechanisms are reviewed
in Reference [68].
Limited number of works have considered information hovering as a data dissemination
technique in VANETs environments [21]. Reference [73] proposes a hovering-based dissemination
protocol for data transmission in road intersections. The method selects multiple one-time broadcasting
nodes and only one periodically-broadcasting node at a time. The periodically broadcasting node must
reside inside the hovering area and selects the new periodically broadcasting node before leaving the
area. Complimentarily, Reference [23] discusses an algorithm that calculates the rebroadcasting period
of the warning message. While References [73,74] target intersections in particular, Reference [23]
requires the vehicle that initiates the broadcast to remain inside the hovering area, otherwise the
algorithm terminates, which is not always feasible and can be unsuitable for the highly dynamic nature
of VANETs. Another work that considers information hovering is Reference [75]. Vehicles inside the
anchor area probabilistically rebroadcast the intended message. The broadcast probability is calculated
based on the number of informed neighbors. This method requires constant update of neighbor tables
which can cause a large overhead. Additional hovering-based schemes include References [76,77].
3. Problem Description
Next a formal definition of the information hovering problem in VANETs is presented.
We assume vehicles equipped with communication, information storage and processing
capabilities able to form a vehicular adhoc network. Roadside units (RSU) aiming to enhance the
communication may be present but are not considered here. The VANET may be represented by
a graph G (V, E) where V represents the set of vehicles vi (nodes) participating in the VANET and E the
set of edges with edge lij ∈ E if vehicle vi lies in the communication range and can exchange messages
with vehicle vehicle v j . We consider a bounded geographical area H referred to as the hovering area
thus defining an induced subgraph G̃ (Ṽ, Ẽ) consisting of all vehicles and their corresponding edges
residing in H. It must be noted that vehicles (nodes) in G and G̃ are inherently mobile, abiding to
any abstract mobility model thus rendering the graphs time varying. No specific mobility model is
assumed. We initially assume that at least one vehicle residing in H possesses critical information. We
refer to the vehicles initially possessing critical information as information sources with the objective
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being to disseminate the information to all vehicles within the hovering area. The way information
sources initially generate or receive the critical information is not relevant to this problem formulation
and hence it is not discussed in this work. The main objective of this study is to investigate how
information sources can use the vehicular network to persistently disseminate the critical messages to
all vehicles in the hovering area.
Persistent dissemination implies that the desired property of all vehicles receiving the message
is not instantaneously achieved, but holds for an arbitrary time interval during which, vehicles
dynamically enter and leave the hovering area. Different approaches can be adopted to solve the
problem as described above. However, in our case we focus our solution space toward solutions
which make efficient use of the available resources such as storage, power, bandwidth and so forth.
Thus, to realise this goal, we pose the additional objective of minimizing the number of exchanged
messages. By exchanging small numbers messages less storage, less power and less bandwidth may
be utilized and above all a smaller latency of information delivery can be achieved, since phenomena
like severe congestion and contention which lead to collisions are avoided.
Thus, given a road map area which we refer to as the hovering area and a single message
information data, we seek to find an information protocol that when applied, all vehicles within the
area receive the message, with as low as number of messages exchanged, as possible.
4. Proposed Traffic Adaptive Information Hovering Protocol
The problem of delivering a message to vehicles residing in a specific area, as discussed above,
can be intuitively solved through the employment of epidemic routing inside the anchor area (in
the subsequent text, hovering area, anchor area and target area are used interchangeably). However,
in an area of sparse traffic, the network can be fragmented resulting in partitioned nodes which
cannot receive a message broadcasted within other parts of the network. In this case, informed
vehicles outside the target area may represent information bridges towards the partitioned nodes.
Hence, epidemic routing throughout the entire network can improve reachability at the expense,
however, of a significant increase in the number of redundant messages. Therefore, we propose the
employment of epidemic routing inside the anchor area and probabilistic flooding outside the anchor
area. Probabilistic flooding can considerably limit the number of unnecessary broadcasts.
The operation of our proposed information hovering protocol is the following: first, vehicles
are assumed to be aware of their location via a positioning system (i.e., GPS) and of their neighbors
through beaconing. The header of an intended message broadcasted by an information source inside
the hovering area, must include a time-to-live (TTL) field and an anchor area field. The TTL field
controls the expiration of the message and the anchor area field determines location of the hovering
area. When the intended packet is transmitted for the first time, all the neighbors of the information
source are marked as recipients. Receiving vehicles compare their location with the anchor area field.
If a receiving vehicle lies inside the target area, the former periodically inspects its neighbors for
uninformed nodes. The scanning frequency is the frequency with which a vehicles verifies that all its
neighbors received the intended packet. Further description of the proposed approach is pursued with
reference to introduced notation which is summarized in Table 1 for clarity of presentation.
Table 1. Notation used for Protocol Description.
p

Rebroadcast Probability

f (.)

p = f (d): rebroadcast probability function

d

distance from the hovering area

r

vehicle transmission range

R

radius of the hovering area
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Whenever an informed neighbor is discovered, the vehicle rebroadcasts the intended message
and identifies all neighboring vehicles as informed nodes. When, however, the vehicle is outside the
anchor area, it rebrodcasts with probability p and does nothing with probability 1 − p. As mentioned
earlier in the paper, the value of p can be dependent on many factors. Here, we calculate p based
on a decreasing function, f , of the distance from the target area. The rationale is that the vehicles
further away from the anchor area are unlikely to find, and connect, partitioned nodes inside the
area. The value of TTL field, which controls the time of expiration of a packet, is locally stored in
a receiving vehicle and periodically decremented. When the packet is rebroadcasted, its header TTL
field is replaced with the current locally stored TTL value.
The most significant part of the overall design procedure is the determination of the probability
function f . Our aim is to determine the appropriate non-increasing function and tune its parameters.
In this paper, this is accomplished through a simulation study of different candidate functions and
selecting the one that outperforms the others. The overall design procedure is depicted schematically
in Figure 1. The first step involves selecting the appropriate rebroadcast probability function out
of a set of candidate functions which is the one reporting the highest reachability using the least
number of exchanged messages under common simulation settings. The second step involves tuning
the parameters of the obtained function by identifying the critical parameter value at which phase
transition occurs. This is done for different vehicle densities within the hovering area in order to
obtain a critical parameter value vs. density curve. This is repeated for different hovering areas
and the resulting curve, used in the proposed solution, is a best fit between the obtained curves.
The final step involves a density estimation scheme based on the number of neighbors of each vehicle.
The combination of the estimation scheme and the rebroadcast probability curve allows each vehicle
to decide independently its rebroadcast probability based on the average number of neighbors and
its location.
Selection of the
appropriate
rebroadcast
probability function

Critical parameter
estimation based on
phase transition for
a specific vehicle
density

Critical parameter
estimation as a
function of the
vehicle density within
the hovering area

Estimation of the
vehicle density
based on the
number of
neighbors

Rebroadcast

probability

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the design procedure.

The candidate functions chosen are the following: (i) gaussian-like function (Equation (1)); (ii) step
function (Equation (2)); (iii) linear function (Equation (3)); (iv) exponential-like function (Equation (4)).
Gaussian-like function: p = e

Step function: p =











































1
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0

−

d2
2σ2

if d ≤ ( 9r )
if ( 9r ) < d ≤ ( 4r )
if ( 4r ) < d ≤ ( 2r )
if ( 2r ) < d ≤ ( 7r
9)
17r
if ( 7r
)
<
d
≤
(
9
18 )
17r
if ( 18 ) < d ≤ ( 10r
9 )
13r
if ( 10r
)
<
d
≤
(
9
9 )
5r
if ( 13r
)
<
d
≤
(
9
3)
5r
if ( 3 ) < d ≤ (2r )
if (2r ) < d ≤ ( 43r
18 )
if d > ( 43r
)
18

Linear function: p = 1 −

1.3d
3r

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Exponential-like function: p = e−

0.7d
r

(4)

In Equations (1)–(4), σ represents the standard deviation of the function, d represents the distance
between the vehicle and the hovering area, while r indicates the transmission range. These parameters
are tuned in order to make candidate probability functions exhibit the similar decreasing behavior
shown in Figure 2. It must be noted that decreasing the step size of the step function improves the
refinement at the expense of higher implementation overhead. However, the overall patterns reported
are not significantly affected.

Transmission probability

1

Gaussian
Exponential
Linear
Step

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Distance between the receiver and the hovering area

700

Figure 2. Candidate non-increasing rebroadcast probability functions; the Gaussian, Exponential,
Linear, and Step functions.

The reference model used in all simulation experiments, represents a section of the road network in
the cities of Bellevue and Redmond in Washington. It includes congested arterial streets and a saturated
freeway as shown in Figure 3. The modeled freeway includes lanes for general traffic, HOV/Bus lanes,
three closely spaced interchanges, six ramp meters, and two collector-distributor roads. We identify
six hovering areas in this road network which are shown in Figure 3, and for this set of experiments
we consider area A. We conduct all the simulation experiments using VISSIM [78], a microscopic
simulation tool. The aforementioned candidate non-increasing functions are incorporated in the said
information hovering protocol producing four corresponding techniques. We evaluate the performance
of these schemes with respect to the average reachability and the total number of received packets.
The measurements of reachability are conducted for the simulation period after the system enters
an equilibrium state.
Furthermore, the results achieved by the probabilistic schemes are compared with those of
employing (i) epidemic routing in the entire network, that is, p = 1 and (ii) epidemic routing solely
inside the anchor area, that is, p = 0. The first technique achieves high reachability at the cost of
increased number of the exchanged packets. The second technique on the other hand, minimizes the
number of exchanged packets but can achieve low reachability levels in sparse traffic.
Figure 4a depicts the number of received messages, whereas Figure 4b shows the corresponding
reachability values. As expected, epidemic routing in the entire network achieves the highest
reachability levels and the highest number of messages. Whereas at the bottom of the reachability
and the number of messages figures, lie the results of epidemic routing only inside the anchor area
and the linearly decreasing probability function. While the rest of the schemes achieve reachability
levels comparable to those of overall epidemic routing, they result in smaller numbers of messages.
Since the Gaussian-like probability function reports the lowest overhead, it is selected for our intended
information hovering protocol.
2
1
−d
p = √ e 2σ2 .
(5)
σ 2π
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The second phase of our design procedure, after selecting the proper function, is the tuning
of the parameter of this function for the best possible performance. The Gaussian-like function in
Equation (5) is obtained by considering a zero mean normal curve with a standard deviation of σ.
In order to maintain
√ a rebroadcast probability of 1 at the edges of the target area, the normal curve
is multiplied by σ 2π. The value of σ indicates the area where vehicles rebroadcast with a high
probability. A scenario with high network connectivity, implies the presence of a large number of
rebroadcasting opportunities and thus the area of high rebroadcasting probability must be small to
avoid overloading the network. On the other hand, in a network of low connectivity more nodes must
rebroadcast with a higher probability to ensure high reachability. This shows that the value of σ must
be adaptive to the connectivity
of the
network
Real Picture
from Google
Maps inside the anchor area.

A
A

C

D

E
E

B

F

Figure 3. A section of the road network in the cities of Bellevue and Redmond in Washington, used in
the simulations reference model. Hovering areas are marked as green circles.
600

400

80

Reachability (%)

500

Number of messages

100

Epidemic in area
Linear
Step
Exponential
Normal
Epidemic

300
200

40
Epidemic in area
Linear
Step
Exponential
Normal
Epidemic

20

100
0

60

0

5

10

15

20

2

Traffic Density (Veh/Km )
(a) Messages exchanged vs. the traffic density.

0

0

5

10

15

20

Traffic density (Veh/Km2)
(b) Reachability vs. traffic density.

Figure 4. Number of messages exchanged and the Reachability vs. the traffic density for each of the
candidate probability functions; epidemic routing inside the area (dark blue), linear (red), step (yellow),
exponential (purple), normal (green), and epidemic routing in the entire network (light blue).
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Although it is difficult to obtain the connectivity of the network inside the target area through
measurements, there are other network parameters which can give an indication of the connectivity.
The value of σ can then be adaptively regulated according to the values of these parameters which can
be locally available to each vehicle or estimated online. One such parameter is the transmission
range of each vehicle. Here, we consider a transmission range of 180 m which is commonly
considered for vehicular communications [79]. We leave studying the effect of the transmission
range on the performance of the proposed protocol for future publications. The network connectivity
is also dependent on the vehicle density. A low (high) density scenario implies low (high) network
connectivity. Therefore, high densities inside the hovering area indicates that a small value of σ is
sufficient for high reachability results. Through simulations, we define a function mapping density
to the corresponding optimal σ. Various vehicle densities are considered. For each vehicle density,
σ yielding the best performance is extracted. Despite the fact that the original simulation study is
conducted in the mentioned area, the same design procedure is later applied in other hovering areas
demonstrating the robustness of the derived function with respect to changing topologies.
In order to characterize the σ yielding the best performance, we fix the traffic density in an area at
6.7 vehicles/Km2 , vary the value of σ between 0 and 405 and observe the reported number of received
packets and the reachability level for each σ as depicted in Figure 5a,b, respectively. As expected, larger
values of σ result into higher numbers of received packets. However, wherease the reachability-Sigma
relationship starts as an increasing function, after a particular value of σ the reachability enters
a saturation phase where it attains values close to 95%. This particular value of σ is referred to as the
critical value. For any vehicle density there exist a critical value of σ which minimizes the number
of packets while maintaining high reachability values. The existence of this critical value is a strong
indication of the presence of phase transition phenomena which are typical in the theory of percolation
theory and random graphs and are also observed in VANETS in Reference [80]. The same type of
behavior is observed in other hovering areas.

95
90

Reachability (%)

Number of messages

150

100

50

85
80
75

0

0

100

200

300

400

Sigma
(a) Messages exchanged for different values of σ.
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Figure 5. Number of messages exchanged and reachability in hovering area A for different values of σ
when the vehicle density is set to 6.7 vehicles/Km2 .

In Figure 6a the relationship between reachability and the number of packets in area B is
shown for a vehicle density of 15 vehicles/Km2 which indicates a scenario of a very high density.
In Figure 6b, on the other hand, the same relationship is depicted for area C when the vehicle density
is 4.9 vehicles/Km2 . The number of exchanged messages, as discussed earlier, can be varied through
changing the value of σ. Thus, in the figure, each data point corresponds to a different value of σ
(i.e., larger number of packets indicates higher σ values). We consider values of σ in the range 0–405.
A value of σ equal to zero implies the employment of epidemic routing in the target area only, whereas
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a value of σ = ∞ implies the application of epidemic routing in the entire network. The graphs
indicate the existence of a critical value of σ, beyond which the achieved reachability is almost constant.
Such critical values of σ are obtained for values of the traffic density in the range 2–16 vehicles/Km2
in all hovering areas depicted in Figure 3. Figure 7a shows that the relationship between the critical
value of σ and the vehicle density is exponentially decreasing for all the considered anchor areas.
Hence, the topology of the roadway has nearly no impact on the relationship and thus, a generalized
function of the former can be derived. Here, we employ a least square fit between the curves to obtain
such a function.
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Figure 6. Reachability vs. the number of messages exchanged for different values of σ in areas B and C.
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Figure 7. (a) Critical value of sigma vs. traffic density in different hovering areas together with their
least squares curve. (b) Average number of neighbors in different hovering areas and average number
of vehicles, and comparison with the predicted values using Equation (14).

5. Estimation of the Vehicle Density
Accurate computation of a global information as the vehicle density at the node level is a difficult
task, especially in intermittently connected networks. Therefore, for the often partitioned network
that we consider, we resort to distributed algorithms in order to estimate the vehicle density online.
The vehicle density is then incorporated in determining the sufficient rebroadcast probability outside
the anchor area in the proposed information hovering protocol. The proposed vehicle density
estimation mechanism relies on the average number of neighbors within the target area. The question
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is how to relate the vehicular density to the average number of neighbors in a roadway setting.
The numerous ways a road network can be constructed renders the derivation of a general relationship
between density and the number of neighbors infeasible. Therefore, we consider a simple model of
an intersection of two two-way roads where the intersection is at the center of the circular hovering
area, as depicted in Figure 8. Significant introduced notation is summarized in Table 2.
I2

R

I1

I4

I3

Area C

r

r

Area B

Area A

I

Figure 8. Road topology of the model used to relate analytically the vehicle density vs. the average
number of neighbors.
Table 2. Significant Notation for the Density Estimation Scheme.
n+1

number of vehicles residing in the hovering area

Ii

roadway edges

ni − j

directional roadway link between Ii and Ij

vi

vehicle i

R

radius of the anchor area

Pih

probability that vehicle i resides in hovering area h

Pnk

probability that v j is neighbor of vi given that the latter is in hovering area h

St

average number of neighbors

j
Ht

number of neighbors of the jth neighbor

We aim to calculate the expected number of neighbors of each vehicle when the number of vehicles
lying in the anchor area is equal to n + 1. In such case, the vehicle density is expressed by Equation (6),
where R denotes the radius of the anchor area.
n+1
.
πR2

(6)

At any time instant, we assume that the location of each vehicle is randomly uniformly distributed
over all possible locations in the considered roadway, and that two vehicles are considered to be
neighbors when they lie within their transmission range. Considering the previous assumption,
it follows that the events of any two vehicles being neighbors are independent, and the event of any
two vehicles being neighbors is a bernoulli trial with probability of success equal to p. From the
independence of the bernoulli trials, the number of neighbors of any vehicle is a binomially distributed
random variable whose expected value is np. So, in order to calculate the expected number of neighbors
when the number of vehicles in the hovering area is equal to n + 1, it suffices to calculate the probability
p of two vehicles being neighbors. We calculate this probability below.
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The basic notations utilized in the subsequent analysis are defined next. Figure 8 depicts the
considered hovering area where a pair of two-way straight line roads perpendicularly intersect at point
I1 . The one road extends from I2 to I5 and the other extends from I3 to I4 . We consider n + 1 vehicles
within the hovering area. Our objective is to determine the probability of two randomly selected
vehicles to be neighbors, that is the distance between then is less than the fixed transmission range r.
The hi− j represents the directional roadway link between points Ii and Ij . The direction of the traffic
flow is from Ii to Ij . We partition the hovering area in three subareas A, B, C, as shown in Figure 8.
The shaded outer ring bounded from the outside by the circle of radius R and from the inside by
the circle of radius R − r represents area A as shown in Figure 8. Area B is the mid ring bounded by
the circle of radius R − r and the circle of radius r from the outside and the inside, respectively. Finally,
area C covers the most inner circle of radius r. As shown in the figure the circles are all concentric.
The probability of vehicle v1 residing in area A is denoted by P1A . Similarly, we define P1B and P1C .
Given that v1 lies in area A, the probability that it has v2 as a neighbor is constant and denoted by Pn A .
Similarly, we define Pn B and PnC . Due to areas A, B, and C constituting a partition of the hovering
area, the desired probability p is given by Equation (7).
p = P1A ∗ Pn A + P1B ∗ Pn B + P1C ∗ PnC .

(7)

Probability P1A is given by the ratio between the length of the road sector within area A and the
length of the road sector within the anchor area. The lengths of the road in Area A and the road in the
anchor area are equal to 8r and 8R, respectively, which yields:
P1A =

r
.
R

(8)

Similarly, we can deduce that:
R − 2r
R
r
P1C = .
R

P1B =

(9)
(10)

The probability Pn A is calculated as follows. First, let v1 reside on road h1−2 in at distance k from
the boundary of the area. v1 and v2 can be neighbors with a probability of Pn1A−2 (k), where k is in the
range of 0 − r. Therefore, the conditional probability that v1 is one of v2 ’s neighbors while residing on
Rr
h1−2 in A, is expressed as 1r 0 Pn1A−2 (k)dk. v2 is declared a neighbor of v1 in either of the following
cases: (a) if it is residing in any side of the road between v1 and I2 and (b) if it is residing in any side of
the road within a distance r from v1 in between v1 and I1 . The probability that the first case is valid
is equal to the length of the roadway section between v1 and I2 over the total length of the roadway
in the hovering area, whereas the probability of the second case being valid due to its geometry is
Rr
2r
2k
3r
equal to 14 P1A . So, Pn1A−2 (k ) is equal to 8R
+ 8R
and Pn1A−2 is given by 1r 0 Pn1A−2 (k)dk = 8R
. Similarly
A
A
A
A
we define Pn1− j and Pn j−1 for j = {2, 3, 4, 5}. Moreover, we define P1− j and Pj−1 j = {2, 3, 4, 5}
to be the probabilities that v1 lies in road section h1− j , h j−1 respectively in area A. It follows that
5

Pn A = ∑ Pn1A− j P1A− j + Pn jA−1 PjA−1 . Due to the symmetry of the problem Pn1A− j = Pn jA−1 = Pn1A−2 ∀
j =2

j = {2, 3, 4, 5} and P1A− j = PjA−1 =

1
8

∀ j = {2, 3, 4, 5}. It follows that:
Pn A =

1
3r
∗ Pn1A−2 ∗ 8 =
.
8
8R

(11)

In area B, the fact that v1 is located on road h1−2 , implies that v2 is a neighbor of v1 if it is less
than r apart from v1 in both directions on h1−2 or in road h2−1 . In such a case, Pn1B−2 (k ) is equal to
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4r
8R

and Pn1B−2 is expressed by
Equation (11), it follows that

1
R−2r

R R −r
r

Pn1B−2 (k )dk =

Pn B =

4r
8R .

Using the same arguments leading to

r
1
∗ Pn1B−2 ∗ 8 =
.
8
2R

(12)

Finally, v1 and v2 are considered neighbors when v1 is located in area C on road h1−2 , while v2
is lying at a distcance smaller than r from v1 on roads h1−2 and h2−1 . Another scenario where v1 is
a neighbor of v2 is when the√
former lies at a distance k from the intersection at I1 on road h1−2 and
v2 resides within a distance r2 − k2 from I1 on roads h1−3 , h3−1 , h1−4 , h4−1 . So, given that
v is in
R r √r2 −k21
4r
C
area C, the probability that the two vehicles are neighbors Pn1−2 is given by 8R + 4 0 8Rr dk =
Rr q
R π2 p
r
1
k
1
k 2
r
C
+
r
)
=
sin
θ,
+
r
1
−
(
.
By
setting
we
get:
Pn
=
1 − sin2 θ r cos θdθ =
0
1−2
2R
2Rr 0
r
r
2R
2Rr
π
R
r
r
rπ
4r +rπ
r
2
2R + 4R 0 1 + cos 2θdθ = 2R + 8R =
8R . Using the same arguments leading to Equation (11),
it follows that
1
4r + rπ
PnC = ∗ Pn1C−2 ∗ 8 =
.
(13)
8
8R
Substituting Equations (8)–(13) in (7), Equation (14) is obtained. This implies that the expected
number of neighbors E[ X ], where X denotes the random variable of the number of neighbors of
+1 is given by Equation (15):
a vehicle in the hovering area, when the vehicle density is equal to nπR
2
p=

r 3r
R − 2r r
r 4r + rπ
4Rr + πr2 − r2
+
+
=
R 8R
R 2R
R 8R
8R2
E[ X ] = n

(14)

4Rr + πr2 − r2
.
8R2

(15)

The expressions above are obtained through considering a simple model simple model of
a roadway system consisting of two intersecting roads only. Next, we investigate the extent to
which our theoretical findings agree with a simulation experiment of a scenario with more relaxed
settings. The results show prominent agreement between the theoretical findings and the simulation
results despite the simplicity of the theoretical model. We consider Figure 3 and use all the hovering
areas (A-F). All considered hovering areas are circular with radius R = 500 m. However, each area has
a distinct roadway system that is more complex than the topology of the theoretical model, comprising
multiple intersecting roads. Our simulation setup assumes a transmission range of r = 180 m and
several values of the vehicle density in each anchor area. For each vehicle density, simulation results
are employed to obtain the average number of neighbors.
The results above are then compared with the function of Equation (14), which becomes
E[ X ] = 0.21n when R and r are assigned the values considered here. In Figure 7b good agreement
between the simulation results and our theoretical findings is observed, indicating that Equation (14)
may serve the proposed hovering protocol. In order to estimate the average number of neighbors, each
vehicle in the hovering area maintains the following state variables:
(i)
(ii)

estimation of the average number of neighbors in the anchor area (St );
number of neighbors n;

(iii)

number of neighbors of each of its neighbors (Ht for j neighbor);

(iv)

estimates of the average number of neighbors of each of its neighbors(St for the neighbor j).

j

j

The information of (ii), (iii) and (iv) are obtained through the exchange of beacon messages whose
implementation details are not discussed in this paper. The following exponentially weighted moving
average like algorithm is employed to adjust St :
j

St = a ∗

(n + ∑nj=1 Ht )
n+1

j

+ (1 − a ) ∗

(St−1 + ∑nj=1 St−1 )
n+1

(16)
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j

St =

(St−1 + ∑nj=1 St−1 )
n+1

.

(17)

It is important to mention that this calculation is performed only by the nodes inside the anchor
area. Vehicles outside the target area update their information about neighboring nodes through
j
beaconing including information. A vehicle, upon receiving an average neighbor value (St−1 ) from
neighbor j, updates its estimate of the average number of neighbors within the hovering area St
according to Equation (17). Updates outside the hovering area are essential, as they ensure that most
recent updates which are provided by vehicles exiting the hovering area quickly spread in the entire
network and in addition improve the robustness of the system with respect to erroneous measurements.
6. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we assess the performance of the proposed protocol through simulation
experiments. In these simulations we consider hovering areas, that were not considered in the design
process, in the same previously considered road network which includes congested arterial streets
and saturated freeway in the cities of Bellevue and Redmond in Washington. The considered areas
are indicated in Figure 9 by the letters H and G. The experiments are conducted on VISSIM [78],
a microscopic simulation tool. The VISSIM model is tuned priori to generate realistic mobility traces
of the vehicles within the considered areas. These traces are then processed by custom made scripts
realizing the protocols under consideration for evaluation purposes. We evaluate the performance in
terms of the achieved reachability and communication overhead indicated by the number of packets.
Real Picture from Google Maps

G

H

Figure 9. Road topology of the simulations reference model used for protocol evaluation.

6.1. Effectiveness of Adaptive Probabilistic Flooding
We first conduct a comparative study in order to investigate to what extent the proposed scheme
achieves its design objectives relative to other schemes which have appeared in literature: (i) epidemic
routing in the hovering area only; (ii) epidemic routing in the entire vehicular network; (iii) and the
scheme proposed in Reference [28], which considers transmitting the intended message in a finite area
outside the target area. The way the size of this area is determined is not specified in Reference [28].
Therefore, we assume the size of the extended area to be the same as the that of the anchor area. This is
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√
achieved by setting the radius of the area in which message exchange is allowed, equal to 2 times
the radius of the hovering area.
Figure 10a,b show the reachability levels and the number of exchanged packets reported by the
four considered scheme for different values of the vehicle density, respectively. The low reachability
achieved by all methods for small vehicle density values implies the presence of partitioned areas
in the network where vehicles cannot receive intended message. Increasing the number of vehicles
residing in the anchor area results in an improved reachability and an increased number of exchanged
packets. Nonetheless, the proposed protocol outperforms the rest of the considered methods as it
reports a small number of exchanged packets while maintaining reachability levels comparable to
those achieved by employing epidemic routing within the entire network. Similar results are obtained
in area G shown in Figure 11a,b, demonstrating the ability of the proposed scheme to work effectively
in various hovering areas with different road topologies and traffic characteristics.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the proposed adaptive probabilistic scheme with other hovering schemes
in terms of the reachability achieved and the number of messages exchanged in area H for different
average number of vehicles in the area.
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Figure 11. Comparison of the proposed adaptive probabilistic scheme with other hovering schemes
in terms of the reachability achieved and the number of messages exchanged in area G for different
average number of vehicles in the area.
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6.2. Effectiveness of the Estimation Algorithm
In this section we investigate the effect of the estimation algorithm on the performance of the
proposed information hovering protocol. The questions we seek to answer relate to how the hovering
protocol would perform had the actual vehicle density within the hovering area is known, and to what
extent this performance is compromised if estimates which are generated by the estimation algorithm
proposed in the previous section replace the actual values. Also, we consider the vehicle density within
the hovering area known, and hence the hovering protocol uses this known density value to tune the
parameter σ of the rebroadcast probability function according to the function depicted in Figure 7a.
We compare the performance of this protocol to the performance of the proposed information
hovering protocol which replaces the unknown density values with estimates generated online.
Simulation experiments are conducted in both areas G and H and the results are summarized in the
plots of Figure 12, which indicate the number of exchanged messages and the reachability achieved
by the two protocols as we increase the vehicle density. The two protocols exhibit similar behavior
demonstrating that the estimation algorithm does not compromise the performance of the information
hovering which could be achieved, had the vehicle density values be known. Therefore, the estimation
algorithm can be considered successful in generating estimates of the unknown vehicle density, which
are of acceptable accuracy.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the proposed hovering scheme with a protocol which assumes the vehicle
density within the hovering area to be known. The comparison is made in terms of the reachability
achieved and the number of messages exchanged in areas H and G for different average number of
vehicles in the area.
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6.3. Comparison with Adaptive Area Regulation
The proposed information hovering protocol aims to solve the problem of low reachability in cases
of low traffic density by allowing controlled exchange of messages outside the hovering area. This is
achieved by employing adaptive probabilistic flooding; a unique feature of the protocol. The adaptivity
mechanism uses estimates of vehicle density, calculated online, to regulate the rebroadcast probability.
The information hovering protocol proposed in Reference [28] is based on a different approach
which allows message exchange in a restricted area outside the hovering area. As shown earlier,
the information hovering protocol proposed in this work outperforms the protocol proposed in
Reference [28] when the size of the restricted area is fixed. However, an interesting question is how the
two approaches compare if the size of the restricted area had been adaptively regulated based on the
vehicle density. The idea of adaptively regulating the area in which message exchange is allowed, based
on estimates of the vehicle density, was briefly discussed in Reference [28], however no guidelines have
been given on how to design the estimation algorithm and how to use the estimates that it generates to
regulate the size of the area. Thus, in order to compare the algorithm proposed in Reference [28] fairly,
we make it adaptive by using similar ideas and almost the same design procedure used to design the
proposed information hovering protocol.
For the comparative evaluation we consider 12 different implementations of the protocol
which applies epidemic routing in an extended circular area encompassing the hovering area itself,
with radius R, differing in the size of the extended area. One implementation of the protocol applies
epidemic routing in the hovering area only while the radius of the extended area of the rest of the
implementation protocol differ by 0.2R. For a particular traffic density in a specific hovering area we
compare the performance of the 12 implementations of the protocol and choose the one which exhibits
superior performance in terms of high reachability achieved with the smallest possible number of
exchanged messages. The radius of the extended area of this implementation is referred to as the
critical radius. We repeat the same procedure for different traffic densities and different hovering areas
and the resulting critical radius obtained are shown graphically in Figure 13. Similar to the critical
sigma curve of Figure 7a, the critical radius curve exhibits an exponentially decreasing pattern as the
vehicle density increases. This pattern does not vary significantly in each hovering area indicating that
a universal curve may be obtained which is independent of the chosen road topology. Such a curve is
extracted by applying a least squares fit between the curves of Figure 13. The least squares fit curve
is also shown on the same diagram. Each vehicle estimates the vehicle density within the hovering
area utilizing the methodology described in the previous section and uses the least squares curve to
calculate the radius of the area in which message exchange is allowed. Then, upon receiving a relevant
message each vehicle decides to rebroadcast the message if it lies within the calculated extended area.
Radius of extended area R' = R + yR
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Figure 13. Percentage increase of the critical radius relative to the radius of the hovering area vs. traffic
density graphs in different hovering areas, together with their least squares fit used in the adaptive
version of Reference [28].
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The proposed information hovering protocol and the adaptive version of the protocol proposed
in Reference [28] are compared using simulations in areas G and H. The simulation results are shown
in Figure 14. We observe almost identical behavior, indicating that any of the two approaches can be
used to satisfy the posed design objectives. However, our contribution goes beyond the proposal of
a specific information hovering protocol but extends to the introduction of a design procedure which
can be used to design a class of density adaptive hovering protocols in other setups.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the adaptive probabilistic flooding hovering scheme with the adaptive
version of the hovering protocol proposed in Reference [28] in terms of the reachability achieved and
the number of exchanged messages in areas H and G for different average number of vehicles in
the area.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this article we address the Information Hovering problem in VANETS, in which useful
information needs to be made available to all vehicles within a confined geographical area for
a specific time interval. This problem naturally applies not only in VANETS, but in many diverse
transportation type applications. The performance of any information hovering protocol is affected
by the traffic density of the considered network, especially in cases of low traffic density where
partitioned uninformed areas may lead to low reachability. In this work, we propose a novel scheme
which overcomes this problem by applying probabilistic flooding outside the hovering area, based on
a probability function derived using simulation. Thus, informed vehicles which are outside the area
can serve as information bridges towards partitioned uninformed areas, guiding the information back
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to these areas, hence leading to higher reachability. A unique feature of the proposed protocol is its
adaptive mechanism, in which the rebroadcast probability outside the hovering area is adaptively
regulated based on estimates of the vehicle density within the hovering area. The estimation of the
vehicle density is based on a dynamically derived function. Simulation results show that the proposed
protocol is successful in satisfying its design objectives and that it outperforms other candidate
hovering protocols. Furthermore, we demonstrate that our contribution extends to the introduction
of a design procedure which can be used to design a class of density adaptive hovering protocols,
thus going beyond the proposal of a specific information hovering protocol. In order to further support
the finding of this study, in the future we aim to use analytical tools from random graph theory.
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